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Handmade beauty products are the ultimate skin-care luxury for yourself or for all those lucky
enough to receive them as gifts! Dishes and instructions for 39 different soaps, facial cleansers,
body lotions, masks, and other beauty productsAn intensive reference section of ingredients
gives you the knowledge you need to expand on and personalize these quality recipes Learn to
make affordable spa-quality beauty products at home By producing your personal soaps and
lotions, you know exactly what can be in them and will control components such as scent,
consistency, and bottle style for concoctions that are uniquely personalized just for you!
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There are terrible ingredients and parabens in all recipes This book is poorly written and doesn’t
really explain why they formulated the merchandise just how they did. No description of the
huge benefits to the skin, either. I’ll by no means make any of these. There are terrible
substances and parabens in all recipes. Five Stars This book is amazing. Thank you! The
information is so useful and the photos are impeccable. Also many pre-produced trademarked
formulations are had a need to make these concoctions. I love being able to decide what I placed
on my skin--and make gorgeous gifts for my friends too! The common recipe has 16
ingredients.The writer is a German naturopath so I was surprised she listed things such as
Sodium Lauryl Sulfate and other such items in her raw materials list of ingredients. Not for
beginners Recipes are a small complicated for you average person learning about making
homemade beauty products.I was extremely disappointed. So much great info here So much
great info here! Challenging and financially unfeasible recipes If you curently have plenty of
experience making cosmetics and have several thousands of dollars to spend on buying the
MANY and diverse, expensive ingredients required for each recipe AND want to include
parabens and chemicals to your products then you may enjoy this book.
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